Hunting Chukar along the Snake River
While reading the Idaho Fish and Game news I noticed a headline stating the Chukar
hunting season was closing early this year due to low numbers. I read this on a Tuesday
in early January and Friday was the last day of the hunt. I immediately got on the phone
with Karl to see if I could tag along. He graciously offered and said that it was about time
I finally hunted.
We planned to hunt Chukar on the hillsides along the Snake River and some Quail along
the river if we had time. He said there would be plenty of birds but that it would be hard
getting close because of the melted open slopes. He was right! I don’t ever remember
seeing so many birds but I only had a handful of good shots. If they were low on numbers
then I guess we hunted a place where they were concentrated.

We (Karl, his nephew Ryan, and I) started out on the road along the Snake River. Our
plan was to hike to the top of a very steep ridge, cross the top and come back down the
neighboring ridgeline. It required quite an effort but I was up to the challenge. I was
finally on a Chukar hunt!
I could hear the Chukar calling which only fueled my energy and desire to stay focused
while climbing the mountain. It wasn’t long before we could see Chukars running up
ahead. I knew that once we got above them we would have a better advantage.

Listening to the Chukars while taking a rest

I flushed a few coveys in range while hiking over some knolls on the way up but for the
most part the birds seemed to stay just out of reach. I saw and heard a lot of birds and was
getting very excited the closer I got to the top anticipating the across and downhill
stretches of the hunt.
It was on the downhill stretch that an event occurred that I will always remember. Karl
and I were working our way down the crest of the ridge flushing birds to the right and to
the left. On one flush, I followed the flight of the birds and noticed that they landed just
on the other side of a little knoll that was in my direct hiking path. After flushing and
shooting at more birds I was starting to near the spot where I had seen the covey land.
The dog was working the other side of the ridge as there were several Chukars to be had.
I left Karl to drop over the other side of the ridge to flush the covey I had seen land.
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Looking down on the Snake River
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As I neared the spot, Chukars began to fly. I targeted a bird that flew directly away from
me. I got a shot off just before it dipped over the ridgeline. I noticed some feathers in the
air so I knew I hit it. As I got to the edge of a steep vantage point I watched as the Chukar
tumbled all the way to the bottom of the canyon.
I started thinking oh great. It was about that time when Karl yelled and asked how it
went. I yelled and said a bird was down. He got Z and came over to where I was standing.
I explained to him that the bird was at the bottom of the canyon and I was contemplating
how to finish the hunt because I wasn’t hiking back to the top.
He just smiled and said Z can get that. He yelled “dead bird” as he pointed in the
direction where the bird fell. Z immediately ran to the vicinity combing the hillside for a
scent. It was obvious when Z picked up the scent. I watched as Z followed the same path
down the mountain as the bird had earlier. We both watched as Z reached the bottom and
went on point. As the bird tried to escape it soon found itself in the clutches of Z’s mouth.
It was one of the neatest things that I had witnessed on a hunting trip.

Karl waiting for Z to bring the downed Chukar from the bottom of the canyon
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Z bringing the Chukar back up the hill to Karl
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We soon met back up with Ryan and his dog at the bottom of the ridge. My boot had
blown out so Ryan and I decided to hike the river back to the truck for Quail while Karl
decided to hike the hills back to the truck to get a few more shots at Chukar.

Hunting for Quail along the Snake River

I had never hunted Quail before so I was excited for the opportunity to bag a new species.
There was plenty of brush along the river creating perfect habitat for the birds to hang
out. Ryan’s dog did great at flushing the Quail from the brush. I had plenty of
opportunities to get good shots but could not seem to down a bird. As we reached the
truck I was in disbelief that I had not bagged a bird.
While driving home we spotted some Quail on the side of the road. Karl stopped as Ryan
and I rushed to the sagebrush where they had been seen. As they flushed I was able to get
a good shot and down a bird. The problem was that it was running out of site and the
dogs were back in the truck.
Karl ran back to the truck to get Z. Karl soon had Z on the scent and it wasn’t long before
Z had the Quail in her clutches. It sure is nice hunting with a dog. My first Quail was a
great way to end the day of my first hunt on the last day of the season.
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My first Quail

Z on a retrieve
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